
Sunday morning in Cape Town with the sun beating down...fine Summer weather. 

 

Back in the swing trying to tie up some loose ends before heading off to Nairobi.  I’ll be away for a few 

weeks but with modern technology being what it is many clients and colleagues will hardly notice. 

 

We’ve decided not to use our satphone as GSM is prevalent almost everywhere we go and it’ll save us a 

lot.  Technology makes travel a whole lot easier these days. 

 

My objective is to continue these newsletters as best I can but to concentrate primarily on my travels.  I 

will obviously look at life as I go and I’m sure I’ll find a few tips on the way.  I’ll also post a few pictures.  

In short it’s Cape Town to the Equator and back.  It’s all scripted on the Garmin,  documents are ready 

and we’re good to go around Friday or so. 

 

The Patrol is fully loaded and nothing can go wrong!!!....Oh, yes it can. 

 

Enjoy your week with three tips as usual...with the SDI tip on www.sdisouthafrica.com 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

January 17th 2010 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

I’ve bought two television series recently that I’ve enjoyed immensely.  The first one is Entourage...it’s a 

sort of Sex in the City for 20 something men.  It’s funny and goes along at a good pace. 

The second series is Boston Legal.  It’s William Shatner in post Captain Kirk life and it’s a sort of spoof of 

LA Law from days gone by.  Again it’s fun and easy viewing.  Neither of these are exactly in  The 

Sopranos category of excellence but they’ll do for easy family viewing. 

What a game Cricket is...and what a country the US would be if only they played it.  How good can a 

draw be...and how England would very much like a draw from this current match.  We pray for rain. 

(01-15) 04:53 PST KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) -- 

Malaysian police have arrested a Lebanese man allegedly carrying fake currency with a face value of $66 million after 

he tipped a hotel staff with a $500 note, an official said Friday. 

The largest U.S. note currently in wide circulation is a $100 bill. But police found bundles of $1 million, $100,000 and 

$500 notes in the man's hotel room in Kuala Lumpur on Sunday, said Izany Abdul Ghany, head of the city's commercial 

crime unit. 

Hotel staff alerted police after a housekeeper received a $500 note tip and found out it was fake when she tried to 

convert it to local currency at a money changer, Izany said. 

The man could be charged for possessing counterfeit money and, if found guilty, face up to 10 years in jail, he said.The 
largest U.S. note ever printed was a special edition one for $100,000 in 1934. Bills of $500 were last printed in 1945 and 
are now no longer in wide circulation, according to the U.S. Treasury Department. 
This is not the first time the man has been in trouble with the law in Malaysia, Izany said. 
A Malaysian court charged him last week with cheating over the sale of office supplies in 2005 in a separate case. 

Cheating, or fraud, carries a maximum penalty of five years. 
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GPS and Satnav 
 
If there’s one thing I know something about it how to use a GPS: the hardware, software and the 
computer interface. 
 
I was in a travel store this week and heard a salesman on the phone giving a customer the wrong 
advice and the wrong information about a Garmin unit and Tracks4Africa software. 
 
It’s ironic that many of us shop in “specialist” stores where we tend to know more than the expert 
staff.  I’ve written many tips over the years becrying the lack of expertise among sellers and how it 
destroys trust with the customers. 
 
So...let’s get it organised for the last time.  If you sell it then you should know about it and be an 
expert on it.  That’s the least the customer can ask. 
 
If you ask me about sales and negotiation training and consultancy I know what I’m talking about. 
 
If you employ staff to sell for you then please ensure that the product and technical knowledge 
training is high.  Once your customers know more than your staff you’re in a bad place. 
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When “no” means “no” 
 
Went to a supplier this week and asked for a price.  The price they quoted was so high that it 
was clear that they didn’t want my business.  They didn’t want to say “no” to me...they just 

priced themselves out of the business. 
 

In a negotiation you shouldn’t use tactics to offer a “no” because you’re fearful of hurting 

people’s feelings.  People are not foolish and can spot this tactic. 
 

How about: 

 
“Mr. Beasor, I’m sorry that we can’t offer you that service any more.  We’ve decided to 

withdraw from that particular market sector.” 

 
(Actually what it probably means is that we can’t be bothered to deal with a minnow like 

you...but they’re being polite.) 

 
Don’t mince your words and spit it out. 

 
Don’t let “maybe” become your version of “no” because you feel uncomfortable with the 

rejection.  In fact a quick “no” is much more effective and will be received better if it’s 

couched in a friendly tone. 
 

I pitched for some work 3 months ago and I still haven’t had a firm “no” from the prospective 

customer.  How unprofessional is that? 
 

 

 
 

 


